
 
* BAY7PLUS version 1.00 by PE1PCK. Documentation written by PB0AFK (BGG_NLB) * 
              The first Dutch_made \BAYCOM\RUN utility. 
         Uploaded with permission of the programmer, PE1PCK. 
                   Written in Turbo Pascal 7.0 
                            FREEWARE 
What is it: 
----------- 
This utility is to be used with the BAYCOM programm. It is a 7+ server which 
enables you the convert a archive_file like .ZIP/.ARJ etc to multiple 7+ parts. 
The utility has to be placed into the \RUN dir below the C:\BAYCOM dir i.e 
C:\BAYCOM\RUN. 
This utility is made to make files accesable to ALL remote-users of the BayCom 
software. 
 
(very) quick INSTALLATION. 
-------------------------- 
The user of the BAY7PLUS can configure the server with the INSTALL programm. 
The first question of INSTALL is where are the downloadable files. This would 
be in the C:\BAYCOM\REMOTE\ (don't forget to give the FULL pathname with_it). 
The second question of INSTALL is:where is the 7PLUS.EXE to be found. In my 
case this would be:C:\DOS\UTIL, but this could be anywhere, remember hereby 
the give the FULL pathname with it and the name of the programm 7PLUS.EXE or 
7PLUS215.EXE i.e C:|DOS\UTIL\7PLUS.EXE. 
The next question concerns the filesize of the 7+parts nwhich will be created. 
 
1. the max. filesize     (3000-32000Kb) 
2. the min. filesize     (3000-32000Kb) 
3. the default filesize  (anything between 3000-32000Kb) 
 
...and then? 
 
Now the the BAY7PLUS.CFG will be copied to the directory which was given in 
the first question of INSTALL i.e C:\BAYCOM\REMOTE\ 
Now start you editor and edit your SCC.INI. Add RUn to the RCMD line i.e 
 
RCMD commands....RUN 
 
Overwrite your old SCC.INI. Quit the editor ,and call the parameter compiler 
PARA, to make created a new SCC.PAR with will invoke the file to SCC.EXE. 
 
Yes, ready ,steady GO! 
---------------------- 
Nou you're ready to start-up BayCom and the remote-user can acces the server 
by calling it with //RUN BAY7PLUS filename.ext filesize. When an error occurs, 
you have done something wrong, re-read and change it until the error gone and 
re-read the above part of the .doc file. 
 
Some rules. 
----------- 
To the users: 
 
The piece of software is FREEWARE. It may NOT be sold in anyway. You can 
copied it, please do,  to others and may only ask for costs for the disk 
and postage for returning the disk. The software may NOT be modified or 
changed. The software must be copied complete. 
 
To CDROM producers: 
 
If you are planning to put this programm on your CDROM then we have NO problem 
with this. But then you have to sent us this CDROM,both the programmer and 
the beta-testen and doc.writer. After all you will earn money with this, 
and other , programms. So don't you think we earn your CDROM?. Thanks in advance 

dan
New Stamp



Our adresses are at the end of this .doc_file. 
 
This is the contents of BAY7PLUS.ZIP: 
------------------------------------- 
INSTALL.EXE    (Installation programm,added with /AV CRC checksum SCAN 2.2.4e) 
BAY7PLUS.EXE   (executable,added with /AV CRC checksum with SCAN v2.2.4e) 
BAY7PLUS.DOC   (BAY7PLUS documentation) 
BAY7PLUS.CFG   (example, can be changed) 
 
Disclaimer: 
 
The programmer of BAY7PLUS.EXE nor the author of BAY7PLUS.DOC can't be held 
responsible for any damage made by the programm by inproper or any other 
false use(including virus infection) of BAY7PLUS.EXE. 
YOU! got you own responsebility!. 
This files are checked on infection of any virus and found to be (very) clean! 
 
Have PFHUN with the BAY7PLUS_server for the BayCom_terminal_software, the FIRST 
\RUN util ! 
 
73 de Leon, PE1PCK, programmer extraordinaire! and Henk, PB0AFK founder of the 
                   Dutch Belgium BayCom UserGroup(BGG_NLB) 
 
Programmer:Leon Steijger, PE1PCK 
           Mozartstraat 106 
           2992 RH Barendrecht. 
           The Netherlands,EU 
 
beta-tester, 
.Doc_writer:Henk Heyligers, PB0AFK 
            W. Pijperstraat 11 
            3208 AV Spijkenisse 
            The Netherlands,EU 
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